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Three keys to 93-88 win over Nets 

By Chris Vivlamore 

BROOKLYN, N.Y. -- A look at the three key elements of the Hawks’ 93-88 victory over the Nets Friday 

night: 

Millsap’s reverse layup: Paul Millsap delivered a reverse layup with 2:02 remaining to put the Hawks 

ahead for good. The basket started a 6-0 Hawks run to end the game. It couldn’t have come at a better 

time as Mason Plumlee’s three-point play 20 seconds earlier gave the Nets their first lead since the 

second quarter. 

“I attacked hard to the basket,” Millsap said. “I saw the big guy come. My main thing is just to try to get 

to the basket and get in on the rim. I was able to put some English on it. It was one of those luck shots. 

 “Plays like that turn games around. It just so happened to be me tonight. Through the course of the 

season, somebody has to make that shot. Jeff makes a lot of those shots. It came at the right time.” 

Millsap finished with a game-high 27 points and 10 rebounds, his seventh straight double-double. 

“Paul just has a way of carrying us,” coach Mike Budenholzer said. 

Defense carries offense: The victory came despite the Hawks shooting a meager 1 of 19 from 3-point 

range. Millsap was the only Hawk to connect from long range. Kyle Korver (0 for 5), Pero Antic (0 for 4), 

DeMarre Carroll (0 for 3) and Jeff Teague (0 for 3) led the struggles. 

“Probably not many people would think we could win a game only making one 3,” Budenholzer said. 

“That’s probably what you look at when you look at the stat sheet, our defense allowed us to win a 

game when we only made one 3-point shot.” 

The Hawks held the Nets’ Joe Johnson, Paul Pierce and Kevin Garnett to a combined 26 points on 11 of 

35 shooting. The Nets also struggled from long range, making just 6 of 22 3-point attempts. 

Brother on brother crime: Jeff Teague had a big night, abusing his little brother Marquis much of the 

night. With Deron Williams out with patella tendinitis, the Nets went with point guards Jorge Gutierrez 

and Marquis Teague. It didn’t work. 

Jeff Teague finished with 22 points as he got into the lane time and time again. 

At one point, Jeff made a move that caused Marquis to fall to the ground. Jeff missed the layup but 

made his brother look foolish. 

Marquis Teague (five) and Gutierrez (four) combined for nine fouls, several while guarding Jeff Teague. 

Jeff Teague downplayed the matchup following the game. 



“I think he was in attack mode the whole night,” Millsap said of Jeff Teague. “It was attack, attack. When 

he is like that, he is a hard player to guard. That is what we need, for him to continue to attack, get to 

the basket and open up a lot of things for us.” 

 


